Integrated Business Planning
& Economics
Make faster, more effective business decisions, based on data you can trust
esi.manage is integrated business planning and economics software that provides companies with
a single trusted source for accurate and transparent planning data. It enables collaborative planning
processes across the entire organization, and empowers leaders to make faster, more effective
business decisions.

Transparent view of all planning data
esi.manage provides a single source of truth for
evergreen planning data. Planners can capture
projects at any stage of development and
drill down into the details that make up every
opportunity.

Rapid scenario analysis
Easily model and compare multiple what-if
scenarios, and quickly assess the impact of
changes to your plan. Evaluate trade-offs among
investment opportunities using value based metrics
to confidently select the best path forward.

Actuals tracking & look-backs
Blend production and capital forecasts with
integrated actuals from systems of record for
financial cost data and production results. Track
performance and pro-actively respond to variances
against your plan. Easily perform look-backs to
drive continuous improvement, and incorporate
learnings into your future plans.

Petroleum economics
Develop a variety of economic models from simple tax
and royalty schemes to complex PSA/PSC’s. Multi-node
economic modeling lets you apply fiscal terms to any level
of your company hierarchy using secure, transparent,
embedded Excel™ fiscal models that give your economists
visibility into every calculation.

SUCCESS STORY: HOW ONE COMPANY
TRANSFORMED THEIR PLANNING PROCESSES
THE CHALLENGE
Our client was experiencing difficulty producing business plans. They could not effectively visualize and analyze their
inventory of investment opportunities. Their disjointed practices relied on numerous spreadsheets, authored by multiple
users, that lead to errors, omissions and excessive rework.

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
“We now have a standard system of record for capturing opportunities which
streamlines analysis of the portfolio. The 3esi-Enersight solution allows us to be
responsive to changing business environments, and management now has visibility
into projects throughout the entire opportunity maturation process.”
A NEW WAY FORWARD
By implementing esi.manage, their opportunity maturation and business planning work-flows have been significantly
improved. Their planning processes are far more fluid. Now data is entered one time, in one place, by the person who is
responsible for it, and management has the visibility they need to make fast and effective decisions.

3esi-Enersight is the world-leading provider of solutions for integrated strategy, planning and
execution in upstream oil and gas.
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